Through this course you will learn:
Greetings, Meeting
Numbers
Food and Drinks
Shopping, Clothing
Work, Job
Daily life, Days of the week
Leisure Time, Holiday
Weather
Means of Transport
House, Flat, Furniture
Family, Celebration
Health and Diseases
Travelling

The grammar covered with the course includes:

Nouns:
Articles
Genders
Plural

Adjectives:
Comparison

Pronouns:
Personal
Possessive
Demonstrative
Interrogative

Numerals:
Cardinal
Ordinal

Verbs:
hay, ser, estar
me gusta
ir a, creer que
basic irregular verbs
present simple
present continuous
past simple (Indefinido)
past continuous (Imperfecto)
present perfect
future tense
conditional

Sentences:
Negative sentences
Questions

Spanish EXPRESS includes
80 hours of intensive study
1470 new words and phrases
286 exercises and tests
81 audio recordings
558 pictures and photos